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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  the next stage in the Olympic ticket saga; what precisely do you get for taking up RNIB membership and the blind equivalent of the holiday snapshot.  First though, any luck if you've applied for Olympic tickets for next year?  There was a strong reaction on this programme when it emerged that wheelchair users applying for tickets would automatically be entitled to a companion to give assistance in and around the stadium when they got a ticket but this would not apply to those with other disabilities, including visually impaired people.  Many of you contacted us to say you thought was discriminatory, LOCOG - the London organising committee for the Games - said the reason was that space was allocated for a companion alongside a wheelchair seat but that visually impaired people, who were successful in the ballot, would be able to apply for a companion at that point.  

Well Selina Litt, a Paralympic hopeful herself and visually impaired, has been successful in the ballot and she wonders what the impact of this will be on her.

Litt
I've got two Olympic tickets for the first day of athletics that I got in the second round of sales.  They're for my brother and I.  I'm totally blind and he's also blind but also has additional needs.  After I got the tickets I went to apply for the free carer ticket, then was surprised to find that I was only to apply for one carer ticket as it was per application, not per disabled person.  And yet both of us need individual assistance obviously to get to the venue and when we're there to find our seats and anything else we might need to do.  And considering it's going to be very busy guiding two people is a bit of a tall order for one person.  What I'd like to know is why are wheelchair users able to have more than one carer per application and yet those who do not require a wheelchair are only allowed a single carer per application?

White
So what should Selina do?  I'm joined by the accessibility manager for LOCOG, Mark Todd. Mark, first of all, is Selina right to say that her application only gives her the right to one companion ticket?

Todd
It's definitely the case that we're going to meet everyone's needs as and where we can and we've set up a system called "ticket care" which I think will meet her needs.

White
So what does she need to do to get tickets both - to get an assistant both for herself and her brother?

Todd
The ticket care scheme is very easy and very simple to use.  If she goes on to the ticketing website and then looks for ticket information for disabled people she'll be able to fill in the form, which is a very short form - it's pretty much name, your reference number from your ticket application - and then what we need then is your reason for needing a ticket care ticket.  And in that if she explains that two in their party need a companion we'll meet that need.

White
I mean what immediately occurs to me is she has a ticket for some of the athletics, which are presumably pretty popular, what happens if you haven't got any space near to where her and her brother have actually got their ticket?

Todd
It's really done not through saving seats to one side for disabled people, as is often the case, we're going to do it when we go to the plans and actually assign people to tickets.  So something else we're doing is we're allowing people to request an end of a row seat, for example, so we'll just, if you like, put them on the plan before anybody else.

White
So is it the fact that you will have people to assist who won't therefore need a seat themselves - they'll get them to their seat and be around to do anything that they need?

Todd
Well we've got a lot of things that we're doing to ensure that disabled people, of all different types of impairments, can come to the Games and have a great time.  We've got Games mobility where we've got well trained staff who will help you get to your seat, if that's what you need, we've got equipment that you can borrow from us like powered chairs, power scooters, manual wheelchairs, and then we've got the ticket care scheme where if you need somebody with you to help you get to the Games safely and enjoy the experience you can apply online and we'll give you that companion seat free.

White
Selina had one other point:  Could she get any closer given that those seats may not have allowed for her lack of vision?

Todd
Yeah the - when she applied for her tickets she was able to indicate if she had what we call an additional access requirement, so in addition to just wanting a ticket to go and see some great sport she can say I wanted to be near the front because I have a visual impairment and that will enhance my experience and wherever possible we're going to enable people to have that type of seat in the stadium.

White
Mark Todd thank you very much indeed.  And of course we'd like to hear about the experience of other successful applicants, you can e-mail us, details at the end of the programme.  Important to say that applications for that additional ticket they need to be in by July 31st.

Now many of you got in touch after last week's programme in which the RNIB's chief executive, Lesley-Anne Alexander, made the case for much greater cooperation between themselves and Guide Dogs, even maybe a merger.  Bill Guest is a guide dog owner from Leyland in Lancashire, he's not keen on this idea.

Guest
I'm a guide dog owner of 49 years just about to train with my seventh dog and the reason I feel that it really wouldn't work is that it would be beneficial to the RNIB from the point of view of the money side of the situation but I really don't think it would benefit Guide Dogs at all because their core service is totally different from that of the RNIB.  Waiting lists are pretty long anyway, as I say in our area I'm having to go down to Shrewsbury to train for a new dog and I really think that any merger is not going to help that.  I just feel that it's going to detract from the core service of Guide Dogs.

White
Carol Gorsden [phon] from Manchester had another point, she questioned the value of the RNIB's status as a membership organisation.

Gorsden
Lesley-Anne Alexander's point that RNIB is a membership organisation has little validity until at least 50% of eligible people take up membership and agree on all issues.  I, and all my visually impaired acquaintances, are not members of the RNIB.  Perhaps Ms Alexander might inquire the reasons why so many people choose not to join before criticising other charities for their insularity.  Research and campaigning are obvious fields where collaboration between charities is sensible and necessary but when I make a donation I don't want it to go into the void of a larger one size fits all fundraising empire, that's why I give to charities who I believe have the expertise to deliver the specific services to my intended recipient.

White
Well joining us to answer some of your points is Fazilet Hadi who's a director of the RNIB.  This question of membership, Fazilet, quite a lot of people made that point to us and what they were really saying was what's the point of membership, why would I be a member.

Hadi
About 10 years ago RNIB launched its membership scheme and we've now got about ten and a half thousand members and I think what the scheme has done - and I accept Carol - and I'd like to talk to Carol about the reason she doesn't want to join it - but I think the thing the scheme has done is it's given a channel between blind and partially sighted people and RNIB that didn't exist before, so it's added something.  For some of those people they're happy getting the magazine six times a year, getting some discounts on products, they just want to be kept in the loop, they just want to know what we're campaigning on, what the latest gadgets are, what blind people are doing, maybe give them confidence to do things that they'd not thought of.  For the people that are more active membership's given them an ability in recent years to come to member forums and we have nine member forums across England and one in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland - one each in those countries.  It's actually opened up channels of communication and dialogue between us and blind and partially sighted people.

White
But you can see Carol's point about numbers, can't you, because ten and a half thousand out of - well we sometimes quote as many as two million people in this country with a visual impairment.

Hadi
Yes, I think we can - not everyone wants to be a member, not everyone's a joiner.  We think about 100,000 people a year use our services and actually 10,000 of those wanting to join - we don't think is bad.  We'd love it to be more and given blind and partially sighted people are under such threat at the moment from all sorts of places - government and other policy issues - I'd love it to be larger but we can't make people join.  And Carol's point is right - we've never wanted membership to be a kind of passport to services, I think we were very open about that.

White
I'd like to play you something from Jill Allen-King because she also questioned the democratic credentials of the RNIB.

Allen-King
To me the worst thing of all was when they closed down the assembly.  This was made up of 44 organisations and we had committees so we all had a say.  Yes they did need to cut these for cost reasons but in doing so they have lost the views of hundreds of blind people from around the country.  I have not attended any of my region's forums as they were all held in Cambridge, Peterborough and Ipswich.  Each journey would have taken me about five hours each way as I have to travel through London to get there.

White
What about this suggestion that the RNIB has lost, in a way, this democratic voice, this large number of voices who could give a view and that membership isn't a substitute for that?

Hadi
I don't agree with Jill, I mean Jill's a long time campaigner and we're on the same side for many, many issues but on this point I think we disagree.  I think what we've done through creating member forums is open up RNIB to many, many individuals, it used to be, when I first started certainly, that RNIB knew about what seemed to me about 50 people and they would get quite a good share of dialogue with the senior managers.  Now every three or four months 5 or 600 people must come and talk to us and all the member forum meetings are attended by directors, senior managers, other trustees, so we - I feel we've actually opened up the dialogue.  Jill's point is right - we need to keep in touch with those - of organisations that she speaks of but there's lots of ways, because they're organised there are lots of ways in keeping in touch with those.

White
But aren't the decisions now made by about 18 trustees rather than a lot more people who were involved in the assemblies?

Hadi
Well the assembly, when it was set up in 2002 when we actually enshrined the principle of blind people being at the heart of our governance, the assembly was always a consultative body.  You're right before then those people had been almost like a parliament that ran RNIB but from 2002 the assembly was consultative, so the governing board has largely stayed the same over the last nine years.  It's true what - the assembly, as Jill said, used to be made up of organisations of blind and partially sighted people, so it could be the Blind Physiotherapists, the Blind Piano Tuners, National Federation of the Blind.  Now each of the 12 member forums elects three and soon four representatives to the UK members' forum and that is consultative.  So no I disagree with Jill, I think we've become more open, more democratic and I certainly feel that culturally we're facing blind and partially sighted people in a much more open and honest way than we ever used to.

White
Fazilet Hadi of the RNIB.

Now we all know that other people's holiday snaps are not the most exciting way of spending an evening, particularly of course if you're totally blind, like me.  Your own, on the other hand, are always riveting, even if you've only been told about them by your relatives.  However, there's now a way of hitting back - the audio snapshot, downloaded on to a website designed for the purpose - it's a kind of Youtube without the pictures I suppose.  It's not just for blind people of course but we are hearing of quite a lot of visually impaired people who are taking up Audioboo.  Among them Robert Johnson.

Johnson
Audioboo is a service provided on the internet and also available on mobile phones, new smart phones and things, which allows you record short clips of sound, up to about five minutes or so, and people use it for things like podcasting, spreading information, passing on their knowledge about things, some use it for recording audio postcard like recording just sort of where they are, how they're feeling, what it feels like to be where they are.  And there was also a project run, pretty recently, by the British Library to build a sound map of the United Kingdom, recording sounds in different places around the country and building up an audio image of it and they invited people to record sounds as they went about their daily lives.

White
So how did you get involved with it?

Johnson
I think it was - it was just on the news at some point and I'd been looking - I'd recorded an audio diary of training with my guide dog Vance about two years ago and wanted somewhere to put it on the internet and this seemed like the obvious way to do it.

White
Just explain the way in which you would actually get it on to the net and the kind of equipment you would use to do it in the first place.

Johnson
Well the way that I do it is using an iPhone, I have a bit of sight so I use a combination of sight and the screen reader on there, and there's an application that you have on the phone and it's pretty simple - you record the sound that you want to record, you add a title and if you want a photograph, press go and it's on the internet.  So it's really easy.

White
And what's the longest kind of sort of session of recording you can put on under these circumstances?

Johnson
Technically about five minutes but I managed to persuade them to let me have a little bit more when I was putting my guide dog diaries up, some of my diary entries run up to about 25 minutes.

White
So - we can't quite manage to afford 25 minutes but let's have a snatch of what you've done, can you just set the scene of this piece?

Johnson
Yes absolutely.  At Easter I travelled by train over to see friends in Germany, it was the first time I'd taken my guide dog abroad and the first time that I'd travelled totally independently in Europe and this clip is when I've just arrived at Cologne having taken two trains from the UK and I'm quite happy to be there.

Audio Diary
You join Vance and I standing on a wide expanse of paving which sits between Cologne's Hauptbahnhof and Dom - cathedral, which is literally right next door.  I feel somewhat elated about it, I've always wanted to get to Cologne and I may only have 50 minutes here but it's enough time to get outside and see the cathedral at least and to get a feel for the place and there are lots of cafes around the edges here, I really fancy going for a beer but I wouldn't bet on myself being able to get on the next train if I did that.

White
What other kind of things are you intending to use this for?

Johnson
Well I think with the sound wrap project having just finished I think I'll just be continuing to record the occasional picture of where I am.  It's quite nice in a way to use like you might a camera; you get to a nice place that's got an interesting sound and interesting atmosphere to it and just to record that for posterity.

White
And what about the business of once you've got your recording downloading it on to the Audioboo site, I mean you made the point that you have a little sight, how accessible is that process?

Johnson
Doing it from the iPhone is totally accessible - the screen reader, voiceover, on the iPhone makes that possible.  I gather on some other mobile phones it's slightly more difficult but I've heard good things from other visually impaired people I know about using the website, that it's improved quite a lot recently and they can now play sounds and I think upload them fine.

White
Who do you think will want to listen to it?

Johnson
Oh goodness knows.  

White
Well I suppose I'm asking the classic question about social networking generally isn't it, which is it's great you can do it but the question is what's it for?

Johnson
I think that's a very good point actually.  I think it differs by the kind of recording you're doing.  The sound map ones I think are creating quite an interesting archive of what 2010/2011 sounded like and hopefully it's something that people will listen to in the future.  I rather hope with my guide dog diary that people waiting to train might find it useful to understand what you go through when doing it and to allay some of their fears.  And then also the travelling abroad - I know on In Touch you've covered visually impaired people travelling independently abroad at times - and I think just sort of adding to that body of knowledge about what it's like to try and travel independently when you're visually impaired is quite interesting.

White
Robert Johnson and there'll be more details about how you can use Audioboo on our own website.

That's it for today.  You can contact our action line with any queries or comments about today's programme:  0800 044 044.  Or you can e-mail us at intouch@bbc.co.uk.  You can also get a free download of today's programme from the website, available as from tomorrow.  

But just before we go, a little Audioboo of my own.  Next Monday morning I'm starting a series called Blind Man's Bête Noir, which looks very personally - I'd be the first to admit - at some of the things people assume I love because I'm blind but which actually drive me to distraction.  It'll include holidays and going very slowly and I start with the countryside where I'm joined by Janet Street Porter.

Clip from Blind Man's Bête Noir
White
There's another problem for me Janet and that is the wildlife and even the tame life, if it comes to that.

Porter
Well why, you haven't been bitten yet?

White
No I haven't been bitten but you know everyone goes on about the lovely tranquillity of cows, well they leave their calling cards all over the place for me to tread in and bulls are not the most friendly - if you're wandering around a field...

Porter
Well I think you're just not choosing your walks right.  What about walking along the edge of a canal, on a towpath, that's...

White
I'd fall in.

Porter
Yeah you don't fall in because you'd be walking on the towpath and you'd feel the towpath.

White
You've got a bit of a point there.

Porter
Right you've got a choice here - we can walk along the straight sea wall or we can walk a little bit over the marshes on top of the raised earthworks.

White
Well let's do that because the straight sea wall ruins my argument, we've already done it, so we'll do....

Well agree or disagree join me next Monday morning here on Radio 4 at 9.30.  That's it from me, Peter White, the happily returned producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.




